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01. Company Introduction 

Talent cosmetics, established in 1980 in Myeong-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul (also known as 
"TALENT“), has been trying to inform the beautiful culture of Korea to domestic and 
foreign tourists for 30 years. 
 
In addition to the trust based on good quality of "Human commodity" and reasonable 
price, together with "K-POP” popularity, Talent is marching its way  
beyond Asia as a global brand in the world. 
 
" Talent & K-Story store” of " Talent cosmetics”  has gotten a lot of attention from not 
only the domestic but also the world ,especially Japan and South East Asia, as the 
cultural exchange and meeting place of “K-POP & Drama” and "Cosmetic" where you 
can enjoy the Korean culture and various cosmetic items.  
 
Talent cosmetics will become a brand that goes beyond Asia and represent the 
Korean Wave across generations all around the world. 



02. Company History 

- Established Myeong-dong Choong-moo Cosmetics 
 
- Converted the corporation to Talent Cosmetics 
 
- Opened the 1st Myeong-dong branch 
 
- Opened the 2nd  Myeong-dong branch 
 
- Launched Talent Cosmetics’ Brand ‚Levenne‛ 
 
- [Sunwoo Cosme] brand launching 
- Export contract with Idadongyasang of Japan 
- Launched in ‘Parco Department Store,’ Sinjjukku  
- Launched in Mirukosi Department Store  
- Lauched in 40 other Sinjjukku stores 
- Product 90.9 : 2nd place in Rakuten, Japan’s renowned online 

website 
- Snail mask : 1st place in the cosmetic section on AMAZON 
 
- Opened http://www.talentcosme.jp 
- Haruna-ai as the exclusive model 
 
- Established Talent Cosmetics Corporation 
- Opened KSTORY, K-POP location in Myeong-dong 
- Launched in duty free shops(Sogong-dong, Jamsil 
World, Busan) 
-Listed as the main foreign tour shop   
(Seoul tour information site ‘konest’, ‘Seoul Nabi’ etc. ) 
- Choshinsung as the exclusive model 2011~2013 
 
- Opened 3rd branch in Myeong-dong (Se-jong hotel) 
- Launched in Dong-wha duty free shop 
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- 4 minute (~2015 March) , Ocean as exclusive models 
- Thailand/ Vietnam/ Indonesia/ Singapore/  
- Export in Hong Kong and other South East countries  
-Established Chinese branch 
-Media exposure on Tokyo TV of Japan, Daching of China 
about 12 times   
 
- ‚Halal certification‛ by JAKIM of Malaysia 
  (on lipstick as the 1st in the world) 
- Opened ‛Talent  KPOP‛ store  
- Exclusive Talent Store  
- Press conference celebrating halal certification with 
LPG as exclusive model 

 
- Participated in the International Cosmetic Beauty Exhibition 
2015 
- Applied for approval on 30 products for Chinese Hygiene 
Approval 
- Participated in the International trade & Consumer 
Exhibition 
- Participated in International Rotary Competition ‚House of 
Friendship‛ 2016 
- Export contract with Poiland 

 
- SABASA brand launched 
- Participated in Malaysia Beauty Fair 
- KTV broadcast program appearance 
- Participated in beauty world Tokyo fair 
- Participated in Myanmar Beauty Fair 
- Participated in Delhi Beauty Fair in India 
- Participated in Guangzhou Beauty Expo, China 
- Participated in Osaka Beauty Fair in Japan 
- Obtained ISO 9001 / ISO14001 certification 



03. HALAL certification 



03. HALAL certification 

What is Halal Certification? 
Halal in Arabic means “the allowed”  and halal certification  can only be achieved 

through strict and and rigorous assessment process covering from raw materials to 
production facilities. 



Talent cosmetics is Halal certified from JAKIM, an official government 
authority respected globally including France, 
Russia, and Japan, that covers various categories such as food, medical, and 
cosmetics. 
We attempt to grow as a front runner for Halal cosmetics around the world. 
  
Talent Cosmetics is growing as a leader in Halal cosmetics, from Korea to the 
world, by acquiring the HALAL certification mark from 'JAKIM', the official 
certification body of the Malaysian government. 

To ensure the safe use of our products globally, Talent cosmetics has obtained Halal certification 
from JAKIM, an official government authorization of Malaysia, effective to over 150 products 

including skincare, makeup, face masks, and eye patches. 

03. HALAL certification 



Acquired CFDA from China 

04. CFDA 

We have obtained the Chinese sanitation permit, which is a prerequisite for 
entering the Chinese market. 

Sanitary approval products are being added continuously. 



05. ISO Certification 

TALENT cosmetics ISO 9001 / ISO 14001 certification 

TALENT cosmetics have been certified to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001, the 
international standard for quality and environmental systems, which have 

been established worldwide. 

ISO 9001  ISO 14001  



06. Brand Report 

Sunwoo cosme is our brand with a concept of an unconditional love 
between a mother and a daughter. The intent is to make products for safe 
use to all generations, from skin care to makeup. 



Levenne is a brand created to celebrate 
love and womanhood, inspired from 
the legendary beauty of the Greek 
goddess, Venus of love 

Huihuang is an oriental medicinal herb 
cosmetics, introduced to aim for the 
Chinese market. It is originated to make 
a universal impression by sharing the 
secrets of the world-famous Korean 
skincare take off focal point. 

06. Brand Report 



JACSKIN is abbreviation of ‚Jewel and 
Captive‛, which implies beauty so 
sparkling that it captivates. A prestige 
brand collaboration with a Japanese 
celebrity Ai Haruna, this is an exclusive 
collection that brings out your skin’s 
natural radiance to the maximum level. 

‘SABASA’ has a similar meaning to the 
‘case by case’. It means  
‘different depending on the person’ in 
Korean style. Express freedom and 
personality in the own style. Trendy style, 
special attractions, cosmetics brand. 

06. Brand Report 



07. Products Full Line  

Skin Care 

Sun/BB/CC 

Make Up 

Cleansing 

Mask 

Body/Hair 

Powder 
Foundation 
Concealer 
Mascara 
Remover 
Eye Liner 

Eye Shadow 
Lip Stick/Gloss/Balm 

Face Mask 
Eye Patch 

Cleanser 
Foam Cleansing 

Peeling 
Soap 

Body Wash 
Body Lotion 
Hand Cream 

Shampoo 

Lotion 
Toner 

Essence 
Cream 

Moisture Cream 
Eye Cream 
Ampoule 

Sun Cream 
BB Cream 
CC Cream 

Product line (about 60 Halal products) 



08. BEST product 

TALENT Best Product 



· Online Shopping Mall: www.talentcosme.com /.ner / .kr  (Korean / English / Chinese) 

09. Online Shopping Mall 

http://www.talentcosme.com/


· Halal product site : www.talentcosme.co.kr (English) 

09. Online Shopping Mall 



· SABASA brand shopping mall : www.sabasa.co.kr / .net (Korean / English) 

09. Online Shopping Mall 

http://www.sabasa.co.kr/


· Storefalm Shop (NAVER.com) : http://storefarm.naver.com/talentcosme 

09. Online Shopping Mall 



10. Stores - Korea 

· Seoul Myeongdong Store 

· Seoul Itaewon Store 



· Taiwan 

· Malaysia 

10. Stores - Other countries 



11. Star Marketing 

As a global beauty brand, we attempt to be one step ahead to inform our products, 
by taking actions to associate with the Korean wave and working with variety of 
celebrities. Currently, a South Korean girl group LPG, and Ai Haruna are active 
members of our company. 

1.Haruna Ai 
2.4minute 
3.Amber (Fx) 
4.LPG 
5.Supernova 1 2 3 

4 5 



11. Star Marketing 



· ETN "Secret notes of beauty" broadcast 
· MBC “We Are Married World Season”  Broadcast 

12. PR materials 



· Taiwan beauty professional broadcasting 
· Japanese Broadcasting 

12. PR materials 



· Sponsor of the 2015 Supermodel International contest 

12. PR materials 



· Malaysia Home Shopping Broadcasting 

12. PR materials 



· Lakumall TV, the famous home shopping in Malaysia 

12. PR materials 



· Celebrity products PPL   
Domestic entertainers and Japanese and Southeast Asian popular celebrity products, visit the store directly 

12. PR materials 



· Japanese magazine introduction 

12. PR materials 



비즈니스문의 
Business 

TEL. 82-2-775-1007    FAX. 82-2-771-7554    1004, 141-7, Toegye-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea 

Mobile : 82-10-9128-7556    
E-mail : talentco@hanmail.net 

Jong Soon. Kim 
C.E.O 
 


